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A Local Habitation
A decade in the future, humanity thrives in the absence of sickness and disease. We owe our good health to a humble
parasite -- a genetically engineered tapeworm developed by the pioneering SymboGen Corporation. When implanted, the
Intestinal Bodyguard worm protects us from illness, boosts our immune system -- even secretes designer drugs. It's been
successful beyond the scientists' wildest dreams. Now, years on, almost every human being has a SymboGen tapeworm
living within them. But these parasites are getting restless. They want their own lives . . . and will do anything to get them.
ParasitologyParasiteSymbiont Chimera For more from Mira Grant, check out: Newsflesh FeedDeadlineBlackout Newsflesh
Short Fiction (e-only novellas)Apocalypse Scenario #683: The BoxCountdownSan Diego 2014: The Last Stand of the
California BrowncoatsHow Green This Land, How Blue This SeaThe Day the Dead Came to Show and TellPlease Do Not
Taunt the Octopus

The City of Lost Fortunes
New York Times-bestselling October Daye series • Hugo Award-winning author Seanan McGuire • "Top of my urbanparanormal series list!" —Felicia Day Meet Quentin Sollys. Squire. Hockey fan. Canadian. And Crown Prince to the entire
continent of North America, known as “the Westlands” to the fae, currently ruled by his parents, High King Aethlin and High
Queen Maida. Not that most people know that, since he’s a blind foster squired to a changeling—not exactly something that
screams “hidden royalty.” But with a new Queen on the throne in the Mists, his parents have finally come to town to see
how he’s doing…and to take him home with them. That’s going to be a problem, since Quentin doesn’t particularly want to
leave, and his knight, Sir October Daye, doesn’t particularly want to let him go. Set after Chimes at Midnight and before The
Winter Long, it’s finally time to meet the parents in our first-ever story narrated by Quentin himself.
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Parasite
Swords and Shields. Faith and Magic. Grab your weapons and prepare, for the enemy is on the move. High fantasy and
mighty conflicts go hand-in-hand. In great wars, armies rise to fight evil hordes and heroes struggle to push beyond their
imperfections to save the day. These stories include more than just epic landscapes and charactersãthey also feature epic
battles. Imagine a doctor struggling to identify the spy who has infiltrated his companys ranks and poisoned his colleagues
or a boy suspected of murder by a king yet protected by a princess as he helps her father against his own people. Imagine a
butcher discovering that hes called to lead an uprising, or a First Born knowing that she must betray her own in order to
save humanity. The possibilities are endless, but at the heart they have this in common: soldiers¾ordinary and
otherwise_struggling against extraordinary odds to survive the day. They must withstand dark magic, dodge enemy blades,
and defy the odds to survive SHATTERED SHIELDS. Contributors: Larry Correia Sarah A. Hoyt Gray Rinehart David Farland
Glen Cook Seanan McGuire John Helfers Annie Bellet Joseph Zieja Wendy N. Wagner David Farland Cat Rambo Robin Wayne
Bailey Nancy Fulda John R. Fultz Dave Gross James L. Sutter Elizabeth Moon At the publisher's request, this title is sold
without DRM (Digital Rights Management). About Shattered Shields: "An inventive and thought-provoking set of tales that
capture the bravery and terrors of battle. Carries the banner of military fantasy proudly."--John Marco, author of The Bronze
Knight Series About The Raygun Chronicles edited by Bryan Thomas Schmidt: "Fans of sf should enjoy this stylistically
varied homage to a genre as old as the fiction . . . "--Library Journal About Beyond the Sun edited by Bryan Thomas
Schmidt: "Beyond the Sun mixes courage, redemption, and stark terror in tales of distant worlds. Buckle in."--Jack McDevitt,
author of Firebird

A Killing Frost
"'How dare you? I never asked for you to hunt me down!' No, Velma Martinez hadn't. But when you had once been
Velveteen, child super-heroine and one of The Junior Super Patriots, West Coast Division, you were never going to be free,
even if your only power was to bring toys to life. The Marketing Department would be sure of that. So it all came down to
this. One young woman and an army of misfit toys vs. the assembled might of the nine members of The Junior Super
Patriots, West Coast Division who had come to take her down. They never had a chance."--Dust jacket flap.

Shattered Shields
Asian-American superheroines Evie Tanaka and Aveda Jupiter protect San Francisco from perilous threats in the second
book in Sarah Kuhn's snarky and smart fantasy trilogy • "The superheroine we’ve been waiting for." —Seanan McGuire
Once upon a time, Aveda Jupiter (aka Annie Chang) was demon-infested San Francisco’s most beloved superheroine, a
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beacon of hope and strength and really awesome outfits. But all that changed the day she agreed to share the spotlight
with her best friend and former assistant Evie Tanaka—who’s now a badass, fire-wielding superheroine in her own right.
They were supposed to be a dynamic duo, but more and more, Aveda finds herself shoved into the sidekick role. Where, it
must be said, she is not at all comfortable. It doesn’t help that Aveda’s finally being forced to deal with fallout from her diva
behavior—and the fact that she’s been a less than stellar friend to Evie. Or that Scott Cameron—the man Aveda’s loved for
nearly a decade—is suddenly giving her the cold shoulder after what seemed to be some promising steps toward friendship.
Or that the city has been demon-free for three months in the wake of Evie and Aveda’s apocalypse-preventing battle
against the evil forces of the Otherworld, leaving Aveda without the one thing she craves most in life: a mission. All of this is
causing Aveda’s burning sense of heroic purpose—the thing that’s guided her all these years—to falter. In short, Aveda
Jupiter is having an identity crisis. When Evie gets engaged and drafts Aveda as her maid-of-honor, Aveda finally sees a
chance to reclaim her sense of self and sets out on a single-minded mission to make sure Evie has the most epic wedding
ever. But when a mysterious, unseen supernatural evil rises up and starts attacking brides-to-be, Aveda must summon both
her superheroine and best friend mojo to take down the enemy and make sure Evie’s wedding goes off without a hitch—or
see both her city and her most important friendship destroyed forever.

The Brightest Fell
The seventh book in the funny and fast-paced InCryptid urban fantasy series returns to the mishaps of the Price family,
eccentric cryptozoologists who safeguard the world of magical creatures living in secret among humans. Includes an all-new
Aeslin mice novella and a map of Lowryland! Penance, noun: 1. Punishment for past actions. 2. An attempt to pay for what
can't be bought. 3. See also "exile." Antimony Price is on the run. With the Covenant on her tail and her family still in
danger, she needs to get far, far away from anyone who might recognize her--including her own mice. For the first time in a
long time, a Price is flying without a safety net. Where do you go when you need to disappear into a crowd without worrying
about attracting attention? An amusement park, of course. Some people would call Lowryland the amusement park. It's one
of the largest in Florida, the keystone of the Lowry entertainment empirebut for Annie, it's a place to hide. She's just trying
to keep her head down long enough to come up with a plan that will get her home without getting anyone killed. No small
order when she's rooming with gorgons and sylphs, trying to placate frustrated ghosts, and rushing to get to work on time.
Then the accidents begin. The discovery of a dead man brings Annie to the attention of the secret cabal of magic users
running Lowryland from behind the scenes. They want the fire that sleeps in her fingers. They want her on their side. They
want to help her--although their help, like everything else, comes with a price. No plan. Minimal backup. No way out.
Annie's about to get a crash course in the reality behind the pretty facade. If she's lucky, she'll survive the experience.

Night and Silence
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The ninth book in the fast-paced InCryptid urban fantasy series returns to the mishaps of the Price family, eccentric
cryptozoologists who safeguard the world of magical creatures living in secret among humans. Sarah Zellaby has always
been in an interesting position. Adopted into the Price family at a young age, she's never been able to escape the biological
reality of her origins: she's a cuckoo, a telepathic ambush predator closer akin to a parasitic wasp than a human being.
Friend, cousin, mathematician; it's never been enough to dispel the fear that one day, nature will win out over nurture, and
everything will change. Maybe that time has finally come. After spending the last several years recuperating in Ohio with
her adoptive parents, Sarah is ready to return to the world--and most importantly, to her cousin Artie, with whom she has
been head-over-heels in love since childhood. But there are cuckoos everywhere, and when the question of her own survival
is weighed against the survival of her family, Sarah's choices all add up to one inescapable conclusion. This is war. Cuckoo
vs. Price, human vs. cryptidand not all of them are going to walk away.

Heroine Worship
Brian Staveley’s new standalone, Skullsworn, returns to the critically acclaimed Chronicle of the Unhewn Throne universe,
following a priestess-assassin for the God of Death. “Brilliant.” —V. E. Schwab, New York Times bestselling author From the
award-winning epic fantasy world of The Emperor’s Blades Pyrre Lakatur is not, to her mind, an assassin, not a
murderer—she is a priestess. At least, she will be once she passes her final trial. The problem isn’t the killing. The problem,
rather, is love. For to complete her trial, Pyrre has ten days to kill the seven people enumerated in an ancient song,
including “the one who made your mind and body sing with love / who will not come again.” Pyrre isn’t sure she’s ever been
in love. And if she fails to find someone who can draw such passion from her, or fails to kill that someone, her order will give
her to their god, the God of Death. Pyrre’s not afraid to die, but she hates to fail, and so, as her trial is set to begin, she
returns to the city of her birth in the hope of finding love . . . and ending it on the edge of her sword. "A complex and richly
detailed world filled with elite soldier-assassins, mystic warrior monks, serpentine politics, and ancient secrets." —Library
Journal, starred review, on The Emperor's Blades Chronicle of the Unhewn Throne The Emperor's Blades The Providence of
Fire The Last Mortal Bond Other books in the world of the Unhewn Throne Skullsworn At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Once Broken Faith
WELCOME TO HELL The prison ship Perdition, a floating city where the Conglomerate’s most dangerous criminals are
confined for life, orbits endlessly around a barren asteroid. Life inside is even more bleak. Hailed as the Dread Queen,
inmate Dresdemona “Dred” Devos controls one of Perdition’s six territories, bordered on both sides by would-be kings
eager to challenge her claim. Keeping them at bay requires constant vigilance, as well as a steady influx of new recruits to
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replace the fallen. Survival is a constant battle, and death is the only escape. Of the newest convicts, only one is worth
Dred’s attention. The mercenary Jael, with his deadly gaze and attitude, may be the most dangerous criminal onboard. His
combat skill could give her the edge she needs, if he doesn't betray her first. Unfortunately, that's what he does best.
Winning Jael’s allegiance will be a challenge, but failure could be worse than death… FIRST IN A NEW SERIES!

A Red-Rose Chain
Rose Marshall died in 1952 in Buckley Township, Michigan, run off the road by a man named Bobby Cross—a man who had
sold his soul to live forever, and intended to use her death to pay the price of his immortality. Trouble was, he didn’t ask
Rose what she thought of the idea. It’s been more than sixty years since that night, and she’s still sixteen, and she’s still
running. They have names for her all over the country: the Girl in the Diner. The Phantom Prom Date. The Girl in the Green
Silk Gown. Mostly she just goes by “Rose,” a hitchhiking ghost girl with her thumb out and her eyes fixed on the horizon,
trying to outrace a man who never sleeps, never stops, and never gives up on the idea of claiming what’s his. She’s the
angel of the overpass, she’s the darling of the truck stops, and she’s going to figure out a way to win her freedom. After all,
it’s not like it can kill her. You can’t kill what’s already dead.

Dusk or Dark or Dawn or Day
New York Times-bestselling October Daye series • Hugo Award-winning author Seanan McGuire • "Top of my urbanparanormal series list!" —Felicia Day October "Toby" Daye is a changeling, the daughter of Amandine of the fae and a
mortal man. Like her mother, she is gifted in blood magic, able to read what has happened to a person through a mere
taste of blood. Toby is the only changeling who has earned knighthood, and she re-earns that position every day,
undertaking assignments for her liege, Sylvester, the Duke of the Shadowed Hills. Now Sylvester has asked her to go to the
County of Tamed Lightning—otherwise known as Fremont, CA—to make sure that all is well with his niece, Countess January
O'Leary, whom he has not been able to contact. It seems like a simple enough assignment—but when dealing with the
realm of Faerie nothing is ever as simple as it seems. Toby soon discovers that someone has begun murdering people close
to January, whose domain is a buffer between Sylvester's realm and a scheming rival duchy. If Toby can't find the killer
soon, she may well become the next victim. From the Paperback edition.

Across the Green Grass Fields
Now in hardcover, the twelfth installment of the Hugo-nominated, New York Times-bestselling Toby Daye urban fantasy
series! Things are not okay. In the aftermath of Amandine's latest betrayal, October "Toby" Daye's fragile self-made family
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is on the verge of coming apart at the seams. Jazz can't sleep, Sylvester doesn't want to see her, and worst of all, Tybalt
has withdrawn from her entirely, retreating into the Court of Cats as he tries to recover from his abduction. Toby is
floundering, unable to help the people she loves most heal. She needs a distraction. She needs a quest. What she doesn't
need is the abduction of her estranged human daughter, Gillian. What she doesn't need is to be accused of kidnapping her
own child by her ex-boyfriend and his new wife, who seems to be harboring secrets of her own. There's no question of
whether she'll take the case. The only question is whether she's emotionally prepared to survive it. Signs of Faerie's
involvement are everywhere, and it's going to take all Toby's nerve and all her allies to get her through this web of old
secrets, older hatreds, and new deceits. If she can't find Gillian before time runs out, her own child will pay the price. Two
questions remain: Who in Faerie remembered Gillian existed? And what do they stand to gain? No matter how this ends,
Toby's life will never be the same.

Magic For Nothing
When her sister Patty died, Jenna blamed herself. When Jenna died, she blamed herself for that, too. Unfortunately Jenna
died too soon. Living or dead, every soul is promised a certain amount of time, and when Jenna passed she found a heavy
debt of time in her record. Unwilling to simply steal that time from the living, Jenna earns every day she leeches with
volunteer work at a suicide prevention hotline. But something has come for the ghosts of New York, something beyond
reason, beyond death, beyond hope; something that can bind ghosts to mirrors and make them do its bidding. Only Jenna
stands in its way. Dusk or Dark or Dawn or Day is a new standalone urban fantasy novella from New York Times bestselling
author Seanan McGuire. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

That Ain't Witchcraft
New York Times-bestselling October Daye series • Hugo Award-winning author Seanan McGuire • "Top of my urbanparanormal series list!" —Felicia Day October "Toby" Daye is finally doing all right—and that inevitably means it's time for
things to take a turn for the worse. Someone has kidnapped the sons of the Duchess Dianda Lorden, regent of the Undersea
Duchy of Saltmist. To prevent a war between land and sea, Toby must not only find the missing boys, but also prove that
the Queen of the Mists was not behind their abduction. She'll need all her tricks and the help of her allies if she wants to
make it through this in one piece. Toby's search will take her from the streets of San Francisco to the lands beneath the
waves. But someone is determined to stop her—and whoever it is isn't playing by Oberon's Laws. As the battle grows more
and more personal, one thing is chillingly clear. When Faerie goes to war, not everyone will walk away. From the Paperback
edition.
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Imaginary Numbers
A Red Rose Chain is the ninth installment in Seanan McGuire's urban fantasy October 'Toby' Daye series.

One Salt Sea
A young girl discovers a portal to a land filled with centaurs and unicorns in Seanan McGuire's Across the Green Grass
Fields, a standalone tale in the Hugo and Nebula Award-wining Wayward Children series. “Welcome to the Hooflands. We’re
happy to have you, even if you being here means something’s coming.” Regan loves, and is loved, though her school-friend
situation has become complicated, of late. When she suddenly finds herself thrust through a doorway that asks her to "Be
Sure" before swallowing her whole, Regan must learn to live in a world filled with centaurs, kelpies, and other magical
equines—a world that expects its human visitors to step up and be heroes. But after embracing her time with the herd,
Regan discovers that not all forms of heroism are equal, and not all quests are as they seem A standalone Wayward
Children story containing all-new characters, and a great jumping-on point for new readers. At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Sparrow Hill Road
Nina is normal Florida girl with a job and a life and a grandmother she adores. But lately she's been having disturbing
dreams. Dreams of a man with a shadowed face-a man filled with pain and need and desire only she can slake. She fears
him but at the same time, the dreams leave her breathless with need. Who is this dark stranger and what does he want of
her? Reddix is a Touch Kindred with an inverted Touch Sense-he can't touch with his mind like others of his kind. Instead, he
is doomed to endure their emotions like a physical invasion every time he's around anyone. Desperation drives him to
kidnap Nina-the girl he has been dreaming of. But he doesn't take her out of love but as a sacrifice to one who claims she
can cure his affliction. Snatching Nina from her job, Reddix takes her on a journey to the stars that ends in disaster. Now,
marooned on a strange planet they will have to learn to work together in order to survive. Can Nina forgive Reddix's attack
and gain his trust enough to heal himor will his face remain forever Shadowed?

Straight Outta Fangton
New York Times-bestselling October Daye series • Hugo Award-winning author Seanan McGuire • "Top of my urbanparanormal series list!" —Felicia Day Includes a brand-new map and original bonus novella! Politics have never been
October “Toby” Daye’s strong suit. When she traveled to the Kingdom of Silences to prevent them from going to war with
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her home, the Kingdom of the Mists, she wasn’t expecting to return with a cure for elf-shot and a whole new set of political
headaches. Now the events she unwittingly set in motion could change the balance of modern Faerie forever, and she has
been ordered to appear before a historic convocation of monarchs, hosted by Queen Windermere in the Mists and overseen
by the High King and Queen themselves. Naturally, things have barely gotten underway when the first dead body shows up.
As the only changeling in attendance, Toby is already the target of suspicion and hostility. Now she needs to find a killer
before they can strike again—and with the doors locked to keep the guilty from escaping, no one is safe. As danger draws
ever closer to her allies and the people she loves best, Toby will have to race against time to prevent the total political
destabilization of the West Coast and to get the convocation back on track…and if she fails, the cure for elf-shot may be
buried forever, along with the victims she was too slow to save. Because there are worse fates than sleeping for a hundred
years. From the Paperback edition.

Indexing
Four original stories from some of fantasy's most exciting authors, featuring assassins, faerie, hauntings, and more.

A Fantasy Medley 2
New York Times bestselling and Alex, Nebula, and Hugo-Award-winning author Seanan McGuire introduces readers to a
world of amoral alchemy, shadowy organizations, and impossible cities in the standalone fantasy, Middlegame. Meet Roger.
Skilled with words, languages come easily to him. He instinctively understands how the world works through the power of
story. Meet Dodger, his twin. Numbers are her world, her obsession, her everything. All she understands, she does so
through the power of math. Roger and Dodger aren’t exactly human, though they don’t realise it. They aren’t exactly gods,
either. Not entirely. Not yet. Meet Reed, skilled in the alchemical arts like his progenitor before him. Reed created Dodger
and her brother. He’s not their father. Not quite. But he has a plan: to raise the twins to the highest power, to ascend with
them and claim their authority as his own. Godhood is attainable. Pray it isn’t attained. At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Shadowed
New York Times-bestselling October Daye series • Hugo Award-winning author Seanan McGuire • "Top of my urbanparanormal series list!" —Felicia Day It’s been almost a year since October “Toby” Daye averted a war, gave up a county,
and suffered personal losses that have left her wishing for a good day’s sleep. She’s tried to focus on her responsibilities,
but she can’t help feeling like her world is crumbling around her, and her increasingly reckless behavior is beginning to
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worry even her staunchest supporters. To make matters worse, Toby’s just been asked to find another missing child…only
this time it’s the changeling daughter of her fellow knight, Etienne. Chelsea, a teleporter like her father, is the kind of
changeling the old stories warn about: the ones with all the strength and none of the control. She’s opening doors that were
never meant to be opened, releasing dangers that were sealed away centuries before—and there’s a good chance she
could destroy Faerie if she isn’t stopped. Now Toby must find Chelsea before time runs out, racing against an unknown
deadline and through unknown worlds as she and her allies try to avert disaster. Toby thought the last year was bad. She
has no idea.

The Unkindest Tide
New York Times-bestselling October Daye series • Hugo Award-winning author Seanan McGuire • "Top of my urbanparanormal series list!" —Felicia Day October "Toby" Daye, changeling knight in the service of Duke Sylvester Torquill, finds
the delicate balance of her life shattered when she learns that an old friend is in dire trouble. Lily, Lady of the Tea Gardens,
has been struck down by a mysterious, seemingly impossible illness, leaving her fiefdom undefended. Struggling to find a
way to save Lily and her subjects, Toby must confront her own past as an enemy she thought was gone forever raises her
head once more: Oleander de Merelands, one of the two people responsible for her fourteen-year exile. Time is growing
short and the stakes are getting higher, for the Queen of the Mists has her own agenda. With everything on the line, Toby
will have to take the ultimate risk to save herself and the people she loves most—because if she can't find the missing
pieces of the puzzle in time, Toby will be forced to make the one choice she never thought she'd have to face again From
the Paperback edition.

The Winter Long
Now in hardcover, the thirteenth novel of the Hugo-nominated, New York Times-bestselling Toby Daye urban fantasy series!
Hundreds of years ago, the Selkies made a deal with the sea witch: they would have the sea for as long as she allowed it,
and when the time came, she would call in all their debts at once. Many people assumed that day would never come. Those
people were wrong. When the Luidaeg--October "Toby" Daye's oldest and most dangerous ally--tells her the time has come
for the Selkies to fulfill their side of the bargain, and that Toby must be a part of the process, Toby can't refuse. Literally.
The Selkies aren't the only ones in debt to the Luidaeg, and Toby has to pay what she owes like anyone else. They will
travel to the fabled Duchy of Ships and call a convocation of the Selkies, telling them to come and meet the Luidaeg's
priceor face the consequences. Of course, nothing is that simple. When Dianda Lorden's brother appears to arrest Dianda
for treason against the Undersea, when a Selkie woman is stripped of her skin and then murdered, when everything is
falling apart, that's when Toby will have to answer the real question of the hour. Is she going to sink? Or is she going to
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swim?

Feed
Now in hardcover, the fourteenth novel of the Hugo-nominated, New York Times-bestselling Toby Daye urban fantasy series
When October is informed that Simon Torquill—legally her father, due to Faerie's archaic marriage traditions—must be
invited to her wedding or risk the ceremony throwing the Kingdom in the Mists into political turmoil, she finds herself setting
out on a quest she was not yet prepared to undertake for the sake of her future. and the man who represents her family's
past.

An Artificial Night
New York Times-bestselling October Daye series • Hugo Award-winning author Seanan McGuire • "Top of my urbanparanormal series list!" —Felicia Day Changeling knight in the court of the Duke of Shadowed Hills, October "Toby" Daye
has survived numerous challenges that would destroy fae and mortal alike. Now Toby must take on a nightmarish new
assignment. Someone is stealing both fae and mortal children—and all signs point to Blind Michael. When the young son of
Toby's closest friends is snatched from their Northern California home, Toby has no choice but to track the villains down,
even when there are only three magical roads by which to reach Blind Michael's realm—home of the legendary Wild
Hunt—and no road may be taken more than once. If she cannot escape with all the children before the candle that guides
and protects her burns away, Toby herself will fall prey to Blind Michael's inescapable power. And it doesn't bode well for
the success of her mission that her own personal Fetch, May Daye—the harbinger of Toby's own death—has suddenly
turned up on her doorstep From the Paperback edition.

The Pack
Improbable, adjective: 1. Not very likely to happen; not probable. 2. Probably not a very good idea anyway. 3. See also “bad
plan.” As the youngest of the three Price children, Antimony is used to people not expecting much from her. She’s been
happy playing roller derby and hanging out with her cousins, leaving the globe-trotting to her older siblings while she stays
at home and tries to decide what she wants to do with her life. She always knew that one day, things would have to change.
She didn’t think they’d change so fast. Annie’s expectations keep getting shattered. She didn’t expect Verity to declare war
on the Covenant of St. George on live television. She didn’t expect the Covenant to take her sister’s threat seriously. And
she definitely didn’t expect to be packed off to London to infiltrate the Covenant from the inside…but as the only Price in
her generation without a strong resemblance to the rest of the family, she’s the perfect choice to play spy. They need to
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know what’s coming. Their lives may depend on it. But Annie has some secrets of her own, like the fact that she’s started
setting things on fire when she touches them, and has no idea how to control it. Now she’s headed halfway around the
world, into the den of the enemy, where blowing her cover could get her killed. She’s pretty sure things can’t get much
worse. Antimony Price is about to learn just how wrong it’s possible for one cryptozoologist to be.

Velveteen Vs the Junior Super Patriots
Juggling her unwanted new status as a Snow White, dealing with a potentially dangerous Pied Piper, wrangling a most
troublesome wicked stepsister, and stopping a vicious Cinderella bent on destroying the world are all in a day's work for
Henry and her ATI Management Bureau team.

Indexing
The year was 2014. We had cured cancer. We had beat the common cold. But in doing so we created something new,
something terrible that no one could stop. The infection spread, virus blocks taking over bodies and minds with one,
unstoppable command: FEED. Now, twenty years after the Rising, Georgia and Shaun Mason are on the trail of the biggest
story of their lives-the dark conspiracy behind the infected. The truth will out, even if it kills them. FEED is the electrifying
and critically acclaimed novel of a world a half-step from our own---a novel of geeks, zombies, politics and social media.
Newsflesh FeedDeadlineBlackout For more from Mira Grant, check out: ParasitologyParasiteSymbiont Chimera Newsflesh
Short FictionApocalypse Scenario #683: The BoxCountdownSan Diego 2014: The Last Stand of the California
BrowncoatsHow Green This Land, How Blue This SeaThe Day the Dead Came to Show and TellPlease Do Not Taunt the
Octopus

Late Eclipses
New York Times-bestselling October Daye faerie series • Hugo Award-winning author Seanan McGuire • "Top of my urbanparanormal series list!" —Felicia Day Contains an original bonus novella, Of Things Unknown! Things are slow, and October
“Toby” Daye couldn’t be happier about that. The elf-shot cure has been approved, Arden Windermere is settling into her
position as Queen in the Mists, and Toby doesn’t have anything demanding her attention except for wedding planning and
spending time with her family. Maybe she should have realized that it was too good to last. When Toby’s mother,
Amandine, appears on her doorstep with a demand for help, refusing her seems like the right thing to do…until Amandine
starts taking hostages, and everything changes. Now Toby doesn’t have a choice about whether or not she does as her
mother asks. Not with Jazz and Tybalt’s lives hanging in the balance. But who could possibly help her find a pureblood she’s
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never met, one who’s been missing for over a hundred years? Enter Simon Torquill, elf-shot enemy turned awakened,
uneasy ally. Together, the two of them must try to solve one of the greatest mysteries in the Mists: what happened to
Amandine’s oldest daughter, August, who disappeared in 1906. This is one missing person case Toby can’t afford to get
wrong.

Deadline
Toby thought she understood her own past; she thought she knew the score. She was wrong. It's time to learn the truth.

Perdition
Shaun Mason is a man without a mission. Not even running the news organization he built with his sister has the same
urgency as it used to. Playing with dead things just doesn't seem as fun when you've lost as much as he has. But when a
CDC researcher fakes her own death and appears on his doorstep with a ravenous pack of zombies in tow, Shaun has a
newfound interest in life. Because she brings news-he may have put down the monster who attacked them, but the
conspiracy is far from dead. Now, Shaun hits the road to find what truth can be found at the end of a shotgun. Newsflesh
FeedDeadlineBlackout For more from Mira Grant, check out: ParasitologyParasiteSymbiont Chimera Newsflesh Short
FictionApocalypse Scenario #683: The BoxCountdownSan Diego 2014: The Last Stand of the California BrowncoatsHow
Green This Land, How Blue This SeaThe Day the Dead Came to Show and TellPlease Do Not Taunt the Octopus

Rosemary and Rue
New York Times-bestselling October Daye series • Hugo Award-winning author Seanan McGuire • "Top of my urbanparanormal series list!" —Felicia Day Things are starting to look up for October "Toby" Daye. She's training her squire, doing
her job, and has finally allowed herself to grow closer to the local King of Cats. It seems like her life may finally be settling
downat least until dead changelings start appearing in the alleys of San Francisco, killed by an overdose of goblin fruit.
Toby's efforts to take the problem to the Queen of the Mists are met with harsh reprisals, leaving her under sentence of
exile from her home and everyone she loves. Now Toby must find a way to reverse the Queens decree, get the goblin fruit
off the streets--and, oh, yes, save her own life. And then there's the question of the Queen herself, who seems increasingly
unlikely to have a valid claim to the throne.To find the answers, October and her friends will have to travel from the
legendary Library of Stars into the hidden depths of the Kingdom of the Mists--and they'll have to do it fast, because time is
running out.
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The Girl in the Green Silk Gown
Simon Burns is unemployed and on the verge of divorce. And he’s never felt better. Simon Burns' strained marriage gets
pushed to the limit when he loses his job and reluctantly takes on the role of stay-at-home dad for his three-year-old son.
Then he meets a tight-knit trio of other dads whose strength and confidence lure him into their mix. Now, after a crazy night
out with the guys, Simon has an insatiable appetite for life—for running through the woods of Central Park, making love to
his wife, and downing meal after meal of rich, tender meat. It seems that when Michael welcomed him to “the pack,” he
was talking about more than male bonding…

Chimes at Midnight
The fate of New Orleans rests in the hands of a wayward grifter in this novel of gods, games, and monsters. Jude Dubuisson
knows things he shouldn’t. He has the supernatural ability to find lost things, a gift passed down to him by the father he has
never known—a father who was more than human. But so much was lost during Hurricane Katrina that it played havoc with
Jude’s magic, leaving him overwhelmed and cursed. Jude has been lying low since the waters receded, hiding from his own
power, his divine former employer, and a debt owed to the fortune god of New Orleans. When the fortune god is murdered,
Jude is drawn back into a world full of magic, monsters, and miracles—and a deep conspiracy that threatens the city’s soul.
As Jude investigates the fortune god’s death before the killer can strike again, he discovers what his talent for lost things
has always been trying to show him: what it means to be his father’s son.

Full of Briars
Now a Hugo-nominated series! The eighth book in the funny and fast-paced InCryptid urban fantasy series returns to the
mishaps of the Price family, eccentric cryptozoologists who safeguard the world of magical creatures living in secret among
humans. Crossroads, noun: 1. A place where two roads cross. 2. A place where bargains can be made. 3. See also “places to
avoid.” Antimony Price has never done well without a support system. As the youngest of her generation, she has always
been able to depend on her parents, siblings, and cousins to help her out when she’s in a pinch—until now. After fleeing
from the Covenant of St. George, she’s found herself in debt to the crossroads and running for her life. No family. No mice.
No way out. Lucky for her, she’s always been resourceful, and she’s been gathering allies as she travels: Sam, fūri trapeze
artist turned boyfriend; Cylia, jink roller derby captain and designated driver; Fern, sylph friend, confidant, and maker of
breakfasts; even Mary, ghost babysitter to the Price family. Annie’s actually starting to feel like they might be able to figure
things out—which is probably why things start going wrong again. New Gravesend, Maine is a nice place to raise a
family…or make a binding contract with the crossroads. For James Smith, whose best friend disappeared when she tried to
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do precisely that, it’s also an excellent place to plot revenge. Now the crossroads want him dead and they want Annie to do
the dirty deed. She owes them, after all. And that’s before Leonard Cunningham, aka, “the next leader of the Covenant,”
shows up… It’s going to take everything Annie has and a little bit more to get out of this one. If she succeeds, she gets to
go home. If she fails, she becomes one more cautionary tale about the dangers of bargaining with the crossroads. But no
pressure.

Ashes of Honor
FROM THE BEST SELLING AUTHOR OF THE SUPERVILLAINY SAGA: Peter Stone is a poor black vampire who is wondering
where his nightclub, mansion, and sports car are. Instead, he is working a minimum wage job during the night shift as being
a vampire isn’t all that impressive in a world where they’ve come out to mortals. Exiled from the rich and powerful undead
in New Detroit, he is forced to go back when someone dumps a newly-transformed vampire in the bathroom of his gas
station’s store. This gets him fangs-deep in a plot of vampire hunters, supernatural revolutionaries, and a millennium-old
French knight determined to wipe out the supernatural. Sometimes, it just doesn’t pay to get out of the coffin. Set in the
same world as The Bright Falls Mysteries. *** "Straight Outta Fangton is a wonderful mix of urban fantasy, dark comedy and
scary vampires. It reads very much like a thriller and whose pace will have you flipping pages as fast as you can. Charles
Phipps is an author who is revealing himself to be a master of many genres as he continues to thrill and amaze." -The
Fantasy Book Critic "I love a good vampire story. When that story is wrapped up in clever, comedic writing, the ride is an
enjoyable one. Charles Phipps can weave a tale with believable characters that have distinctive personalities filled with
charm and wit." -Briar Lee Mitchell, The Whistlebrass Horror "CT Phipps created a not just a fun story, but a fun world ripe
for expansion and exploration." -Michael Gibson, Villains Rule "Not only is it a funny book, but it's a creepy vampire story, a
kick-ass action novel, and an intriguing urban fantasy at the same time." - Beauty in Ruins "Full of fascinating characters
and laughs." - James Alderdice, Brutal: An Epic Grimdark Fantasy "I heartily recommend this book to anyone who is into
urban fantasy or likes a good supernatural romp." - The Bookwyrm Speaks

Skullsworn
First book in New York Times-bestselling Seanan McGuire's witty urban fantasy InCryptid series about a family of
cryptozoologists who act as a buffer between humans and the magical creatures living in secret around us. "The only thing
more fun than an October Daye book is an InCryptid book." —Charlaine Harris, #1 New York Times-bestselling author of
Sookie Stackhouse series Cryptid, noun: Any creature whose existence has not yet been proven by science. See also
"Monster." Crytozoologist, noun: Any person who thinks hunting for cryptids is a good idea. See also "idiot." Ghoulies.
Ghosties. Long-legged beasties. Things that go bump in the night The Price family has spent generations studying the
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monsters of the world, working to protect them from humanity—and humanity from them. Enter Verity Price. Despite being
trained from birth as a cryptozoologist, she'd rather dance a tango than tangle with a demon, and is spending a year in
Manhattan while she pursues her career in professional ballroom dance. Sounds pretty simple, right? It would be, if it
weren't for the talking mice, the telepathic mathematicians, the asbestos supermodels, and the trained monster-hunter
sent by the Price family's old enemies, the Covenant of St. George. When a Price girl meets a Covenant boy, high stakes,
high heels, and a lot of collateral damage are almost guaranteed. To complicate matters further, local cryptids are
disappearing, strange lizard-men are appearing in the sewers, and someone's spreading rumors about a dragon sleeping
underneath the city

Tricks for Free
For most people, the story of their lives is just that: the accumulation of time, encounters, and actions into a cohesive
whole. But for an unfortunate few, that day-to-day existence is affected by memetic incursion: where fairy tale narratives
become reality, often with disastrous results. That's where the ATI Management Bureau steps in, an organization tasked
with protecting the world from fairy tales, even while most of their agents are struggling to keep their own fantastic
archetypes from taking over their lives. In the real world, no one gets a happily ever after.

Discount Armageddon
The second book in the Ghost Roads series returns to the highways of America, where hitchhiking ghost Rose Marshall
continues her battle with her killer--the immortal Bobby Cross. Once and twice and thrice around, Put your heart into the
ground. Four and five and six tears shed, Give your love unto the dead. Seven shadows on the wall, Eight have come to
watch your fall: One’s for the gargoyle, one’s for the grave, And the last is for the one you’ll never save. For Rose Marshall,
death has long since become the only life she really knows. She’s been sweet sixteen for more than sixty years, hitchhiking
her way along the highways and byways of America, sometimes seen as an avenging angel, sometimes seen as a killer in
her own right, but always Rose, the Phantom Prom Date, the Girl in the Green Silk Gown. The man who killed her is still out
there, thanks to a crossroads bargain that won’t let him die, and he’s looking for the one who got away. When Bobby Cross
comes back into the picture, there’s going to be hell to pay—possibly literally. Rose has worked for decades to make a place
for herself in the twilight. Can she defend it, when Bobby Cross comes to take her down? Can she find a way to navigate the
worlds of the living and the dead, and make it home before her hitchhiker’s luck runs out? There’s only one way to know for
sure. Nine will let you count the cost: All you had and all you lost. Ten is more than time can tell, Cut the cord and ring the
bell. Count eleven, twelve, and then, Thirteen takes you home again. One’s for the shadow, one’s for the tree, And the last
is for the blessing of Persephone.
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Middlegame
Celebrating ten years of the Hugo-nominated and New York Times-bestselling October Daye urban fantasy series comes a
new hardcover anniversary edition of the book that started it all, with a new bonus novella. The world of Faerie never
disappeared; it merely went into hiding, continuing to exist parallel to our own. Secrecy is the key to Faerie's survival—but
no secret can be kept forever, and when the fae and mortal worlds collide, changelings are born. Outsiders from birth, these
half-human, half-fae children spend their lives fighting for the respect of their immortal relations. Or, in the case of October
"Toby" Daye, rejecting it completely. After getting burned by both sides of her heritage, Toby has denied the fae world,
retreating into a “normal” life. Unfortunately for her, Faerie has other ideas The murder of Countess Evening Winterrose,
one of the secret regents of the San Francisco Bay Area, pulls Toby back into the fae world. Unable to resist Evening’s dying
curse, Toby must resume her former position as knight errant to the Duke of Shadowed Hills and begin renewing old
alliances that may prove her only hope of solving the mysterybefore the curse catches up with her. This edition features an
all-new October Daye novella, Strangers in Court. Toby knew what she was doing when she threw her lot in with Devin, but
when the time comes to get out, she has a little less of a clue. In order to win her freedom, she must do something to
impress the local nobility—and the collapse of the Queen's knowe would seem to be exactly the opportunity she's been
waiting for to prove herself! Set well before the events of Rosemary and Rue, this is a rare look at Toby's past as a
changeling street rat, before she discovered her destiny as a Hero of the Realm.
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